




KANSAS BOARD OF REGENTS 

Kansas Undergraduate Research Day at the Capitol 

The Kansas Board of Regents is pleased to support the outstanding students selected to present at the 

2016 Kansas Undergraduate Research Day. University research has propelled the United States into a 

world leader in the development of new technologies as well as advancements in existing technologies. 

Students selected for this event are conducting research that matters to the citizens of our great state. 

The role of undergraduate students in research is vital in developing products that will shape our future. 

These students learn skills that prepare them for the workforce while promoting engaged learning both 

inside and outside the classroom. Undergraduate student researchers complete projects that benefit 

their personal growth, expand knowledge in a variety of fields, and contribute to the growth of the 

state's economy. The talent of these students and their mentors is remarkable. 

The Kansas Board of Regents invites you to explore the research selected for presentation today from 

Emporia State University, Fort Hays State University, Kansas State University, Pittsburg State University, 

The University of Kansas, Wichita State University, and Washburn University. 

We are confident you will leave the event committed to continue supporting research that benefits our 

students and our state and in awe of the outstanding work of these students. 

Shane Bangerter 

Chair, Kansas Board of Regents 

Blake Flanders 

President and CEO, Kansas Board of Regents 
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2016 KANSAS UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH DAY AT THE CAPITOL 

Washburn University Board of Regents is pleased to suppott th exceptional 
students selected to present at the 2016 J(ansas Undergraduate Research ay. 
Students c nducting research a pat1 of their und rgraduat studies ar contributing 
to the expanding knowledg and und rstandtng of our state and our world. 

niv rsity research is a halltnark of higher education in the United State . hr ugh 
research pattnerships between acuity, students, and i du try the United Stat 
r mains a world leader in developtnent of new technologie and advancements in 
science. ogether with the· r faculty mentors, thes student are learning itnportant 
skills for future careers in field vital to the economy of our tate. We thinl you 
will agree the talent of these students is retnarkable. 

Washburn University invit s you to explore the research s lected for pres ntation 
today from Emporia State University, Fo11 Hays State niv rsity I<ansas State 
University, Pittsburg State University, the University of l(ansas, Washburn 
University and Wichita Stat University. We are confid nt you willl ave th ev nt 
learning sotnething new! In addition, we hope you will gain a greater appr ciation 
of the outstanding research being conducted at our institutions of higher education. 

Thank you or your interest and commitment to research that benefits our students 
and our state. 

William Sneed, Chair 
Washburn University Board of Regents 
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Poster #1 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Christopher Alderman 
Senior 
Biology 
Dr. Eric Yang 

Emporia State University 

The In vitro and In vivo effects ofMicroRNA 15a on human malignant melanoma and the newly 
discovered target gene ofMicroRNA 15a 

Objectives: miRNAs are small noncoding RNAs that negatively regulate gene expression. miRNAs can affect 
behaviors of tumor cells by modulating the expression of target genes that involve tumor growth, invasiveness 
and death. The goal of this research is to examine the effects of miRNA 15a on the proliferation and 
invasiveness of malignant melanoma cells in vitro, as well as the therapeutic effect of miRNA 15a in a mouse 
model. This work also elucidates the target gene of miRNA 15a that is involved in the anti-melanoma effect of 
miRNA 15a. 

Results: MTT assay showed an inhibitory effect of miRNA 15a on the proliferation of SK-MEL-28 and CRL 
2808 melanoma cells. miRNA 15a also suppressed the invasiveness of melanoma cells, as indicated in 
Transwell Invasion Assay. miRNA 15a caused a cell cycle arrest at G 1 phase. Western blot result showed that 
miRNA 15a remarkably reduced the expression of CDCA4 and AKT. In vivo experiment showed that miRNA 
15a significantly reduced the volume of melanoma tumors in the mouse model. Luminescence reporter assay 
showed that miRNA 15a targeted on CDCA4, suggesting that CDCA4 is a bona-fide target gene ofmiRNA 15a. 

Conclusion: miRNA 15a displayed inhibitory effects on proliferation and invasiveness of SK-MEL-28 and CRL 
2808 human malignant melanoma cells. It caused cell cycle arrest at G 1 phase, possibly by regulating the 
expression ofCDCA4 protein. miRNA 15a down-regulated the expression ofCDCA4, and AKT-3. miRNA 15a 
suppressed the growth of melanoma, suggesting that miRNA 15a may be viable microRNA-based therapy 
against melanoma. 

Poster #2 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Ebrahim Kayali 
Senior 
Computer Science 
Dr. Kamal Lamsal 
The Piezoelectric Shoes: Generate Energy from Human Motion 

In the last century, alternative sources of energy have been a hot area of research. As the natural reserve of fossil 
fuel dwindles, scientists are trying to understand the ways to harness renewable sources of energy, so as to fit 
our day-to-day uses. 

In the last 15 years the piezoelectric techniques have intrigued of the engineering community around the world. 
Piezoelectric techniques involve converting vibrations to electric energy. The idea of piezoelectricity is 
intriguing because sources of vibrations are abundant around us. It would allow us to benefit from car vibration, 
vibrations caused by wind and even human motion vibrations. Inspire of all these abundant sources, and years of 
efforts we have not been able to produce useful energy using piezoelectric techniques. The main problem is, 
piezoelectric generators produce very small amount of energy and not enough to rely on it on our daily life. 
Piezoelectricity techniques face the same problems as photoelectric (solar) electricity, until very recently, as 
recent advances have made solar panels more efficient. 

Research Application: In this research we will use the piezoelectric to produce energy by human weight by 
putting several of piezoelectric generators in the shoe soles. While walking with piezoelectric shoes vibrations 
are converted to electrical energy and we can use the electrical energy directly to charge a battery (5V- lA) 
inside the shoes. We can use this battery to charge cell phones among other things. 



The Research Idea: We developed ways to layer the piezoelectric generators in the shoe soles to maximize the 
amount of electricity generated. The layers technique has not been studied in piezoelectric application yet. Our 
initial experiments suggest we can add up to three layers of piezoelectric plates, thus allowing us to produce 
significantly more energy than the others. As a result, we would make the first useful, electricity-generating shoes. 
The challenge is making as little change as possible to the look and feel of the shoes. 

Poster #3 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Lauren Miller 
Senior 
Physical Sciences 
Dr. Kim Simons 
Investigation of the Activity of the Phosphatase Cdc 14p Modulated by Phosphorylation 

The phosphatase Cdc 14p regulates mitosis in cells - its activation signals the end of the cell cycle. Prior 
research in our lab optimized the recombinant protein production of Cdcl4p; however, the phosphatase was 
largely inactive. We decided to test ifPKAc could activate Cdcl4p in a phosphorylation-dependent manner. The 
production and purification of both Cdc 14p and PKAc has been successful. We are currently testing if PKAc 
activates Cdcl4p. After phosphorylating the Cdc14 protein, we will test to see if the phosphatase is active by 
using a p-nitrophenyl phosphate or nucleosidase-linked malachite assay. 

Poster #4 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Luke Olsen 
Senior 
Health Promotion 
Dr. Paul Luebbers 
Biotensegrity: The Human Architectural System 

Tensegrity, an architectural system popularized by Buckminster Fuller, has recently been adapted to help in 
understanding the architectural structure of the human body. Tensegrity, which is a pre-stressed structure made 
up of continuous tension and discontinuous compression, is widely seen throughout the body on both the macro 
level (bone and connective tissue) and micro level (cellular cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix). The focus of 
this review is on the macro biotensegrity structure of the bones and connective tissue, and its relationship to 
various muscular pain syndromes. As Donald Ingber states, a human body is a network composed of 206 
compression-resistant bones, each pulled up against gravity and stabilized through the interconnected pull of 
tensile muscles, ligaments, and tendons. This biotensegrity system allows for body-wide efficient and adaptive 
responses from the endless stressors imposed upon it. The mechanical energy of a stressor can be transmitted 
away from the point of contact and be absorbed throughout the structure. That is, if any part of this unified 
network becomes deformed or distorted, there will be corresponding adaptive stress elsewhere in the system. 
Generally, this natural response is asymptomatic and goes unnoticed. However, if a stressor and resultant 
adaptive stress are too disruptive, pain symptoms may result. Understanding the biotensegrity system can help 
us realize that oftentimes the site of pain may not be the origin of pain. 



Poster #5 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Fort Hays State University 

Lia Boese 
Freshman 
KAMS/Biological Sciences 
Dr. Brian Maricle 
Effect of Triclosan Concentration on Growth Rate of Lemna minor 

The effect of triclosan exposure on growth of Lemna minor (common duckweed) was investigated over a 14 
day treatment period with percent population change as the measured result. Triclosan is a common 
antibacterial compound in personal care products that frequently becomes an aquatic pollutant. Triclosan 
disrupts the bacterial enyol-acyl carrier protein reductase enzyme (ENR), a critical enzyme in fatty acid 
synthesis. Survival of all organisms depends on fatty acids to form membranes. As bacteria, some protozoa and 
plants share the ENR enzyme, it was hypothesized that triclosan exposure would affect the growth rate of the 
native aquatic plant Lemna minor in a dose dependent manner. Lemna individuals were exposed to triclosan 
concentrations of 0 parts per billion (ppb ), 10 ppb, 50 ppb, 100 ppb, 500 ppb and 1000 ppb, with number of 
individuals counted each day. Triclosan significantly impacted the growth of Lemna minor as early as three 
days into the study. As the study progressed, triclosan negatively affected Lemna growth at concentrations of 
500 ppb and above, supporting the hypothesis that Lemna would respond to triclosan exposure in a dose 
dependent manner. Ongoing research is investigating the mechanism of triclosan action by studying aspects of 
lipid synthesis and membrane integrity. These results illustrate the sensitivity of aquatic plant to triclosan and 
indicate Lemna minor could be used as a marker for triclosan concentration in aquatic ecosystems. 

Poster #6 
Students: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Joshua McDowell, Madison Bainter, Abigail Hammeke 
Seniors 
Criminal Justice 
Dr. Tamara J. Lynn 
Undergraduate Perceptions ofinterpersonal Violence 

Interpersonal violence is an issue facing all college campuses, including those in Kansas. Some studies indicate 
that more than a quarter of surveyed college students admit to having perpetrated actions construed as sexually 
violent in nature. Title IX of the Education Amendments Act requires schools to respond to issues of sexual 
violence. This approach, while important, reacts to incidents that have already occurred rather than preventing 
violence. One possible reason for the rampant existence of sexual violence on campuses is that many behaviors 
are not identified as violent, even by those on the receiving end. This study presents findings from a survey 
designed to measure undergraduate perceptions of interpersonal violence. Students attending a 4-year liberal 
arts institution viewed a series of videos depicting behaviors within the context of relationships. Using a five
point Likert scale, students indicated whether scenes demonstrated interpersonal violence. The research 
analyzed results associated with gender, race, ethnicity, and whether the student or someone they know has 
experienced interpersonal violence. Results suggest that undergraduates who have previously been victims or 
know a victim of interpersonal violence, and have attended an educational session to learn the warning signs of 
violence, are more apt to recognize patterns of abuse. Other students are less apt to identify behaviors such as 
isolation, control, and coercion as interpersonal violence. Findings confirm that education is effective for 
helping students recognize interpersonal violence. Expanding educational resources will aid college 
administrators in being pro-active to reduce Title IX issues. 



Poster #7 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Hannah Speer 
Senior 
Agriculture 
Dr. Robert Keener 
Pig Growth and Development Based on Differing Swine Rations 

This study was developed to provide nutritional advice to young swine producers who are purchasing and 
growing young show pigs. The objective of this study was to compare the rate of gain and associated economic 
cost per pound of gain relative to different show pig rations. Information gained from this study could provide 
an educated decision making tool enabling young producers to be economically viable in the swine industry. 
The trial was divided into four groups containing seven mixed breed pigs of similar weight. All of the pigs 
within the trial were within eight days of age. Three groups were fed specific show pig rations, with a control 
group being fed a balanced com and soybean meal ration. All four rations throughout the trial were fed ad 
libitum for thirteen weeks. Each week, the pigs were individually identified, weighed, and collected weight data 
were recorded. Research results revealed differing rates of gain between groups varying between 1.93 and 2.48 
pounds/day with the control group averaging 2.33. The control ration was the most economical feed, nearly four 
times more cost effective with only a 6% decrease in average daily gain compared to the highest gaining ration. 
It was concluded that expensive rations do not always provide an above average rate of gain but may incur a 
higher cost per pound of gain. From this study, young producers can make informed decisions toward 
purchasing nutritionally efficient and economical rations. 

Poster #8 
Student: 
Year: 
Departments: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Chelsea Wheeler 
Senior 
Psychology and Criminal Justice 
Dr. John Raacke 
Perceptions and Decisions Made by Jury Members on Educator-Student Sexual Abuse 

Child sexual abuse is a growing epidemic (Mitchell, 201 0). Most research has focused on sexual predators 
inside the family, with less focusing on educators as abusers (Moulde et al., 2010; Celik et al., 2012). Previous 
research has explored the effects of several different variables on decisions made by jurors when it comes to 
guilt. This study examines the role that gender of the victim, defendant, and juror plays on decisions made 
about educator sexual abuse. Mock jurors read a case scenario and made decisions based on evidence 
presented. Gender of the defendant and victim were manipulated. Results showed that males were more likely 
to receive a harsher sentence. It was also found that when the victim and defendant were both male, a harsher 
sentence was then given to the defendant. Furthermore unlike male victims, female victims were judged 
similarly by both juror genders. The findings of this study supported that mock jurors would evaluate male 
perpetrators more negatively than female perpetrators, especially when the victim was also male. While 
findings from this study supported previous studies, there were some limitations. Participants answered 
questions as mock jurors and may display different judgments when becoming actual jurors. Also, the vignettes 
used may have been too ambiguous leading to confusion in the court scenario. Future research should evaluate 
additional variables as well as the use of more detailed case scenarios. 



Poster #9 
Students: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Taylor Willits, Arianne Fisher 
Juniors 
Psychology 
Dr. Trey Hill 
Facial Recognition of Dark Triad Traits and the Link to Prenatal Androgen Exposure 

The Dark Triad is a personality construct composed of psychopathy, Machiavellianism, and narcissism that is 
commonly associated with a variety of undesirable behaviors. High prenatal androgen exposure has been 
associated with various behavioral and personality characteristics also commonly found in individuals high in the 
Dark Triad. This may suggest a link between prenatal androgen exposure and the development of the Dark Triad. 
Additionally, previous research has found that the faces of individuals high in the Dark Triad are able to be 
identified at rates significantly better than chance. This identification may indicate evolutionary benefits 
associated with facial recognition of Dark Triad traits, particularly within the realm of mating. A total of 66 
students were shown a slideshow with composite faces of individuals high and low in psychopathy, 
Machiavellianism, narcissism, intrasexual competition, and short- and long-term mating. Participants were asked 
to mark which face was most expressive of each trait on a 6-point scale. They completed the Dirty Dozen 
measure of the Dark Triad, and their 2D:4D ratios were also measured. Our hypothesis that individuals high in 
the Dark Triad would be better at identifying high Dark Triad faces was not supported. However, in accordance 
with evolutionary advantages, females high in the Dark Triad were worse at identifying males high in long-term 
mating, and narcissistic males were better at identifying females high in short-term mating. No relationship 
between low 2D:4D ratio (indicating higher prenatal androgen exposure) and the Dark Triad traits was found. 



Poster #10 
Students: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Kansas State University 

Thomas Jordan, Mackenzie Wade 
Seniors 
Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work 
Dr. Michael Wesch 
Cultivating Culture: Youth Food Movement and Cultural Revival in the Tiwa Pueblo 
Community 

A great deal of studies have emerged in recent years regarding the social effects of local food systems. They 
have been shown to bolster local economies, increase general health, and even decrease crime rates. Our recent 
study analyzes a less explored effect, which is how local food systems can help to preserve indigenous language 
and culture in native communities. With globalization, cultures and languages are going extinct at increasing 
rates. Estimates predict that 90% of all languages will disappear by the end of the century, along with all of the 
ecological, historical, and ontological knowledge encoded within. To study how these trends could be reversed, 
we moved to Taos, New Mexico and studied a Tiwa Pueblo food movement that seemed to be related to a 
revival in youth pride and participation in native culture. Throughout three months of immersive fieldwork, we 
gathered interview data and engaged with participant observation in the community in order to elicit localized 
perceptions of native culture and local food cultivation. The language, ceremonies, and rituals of historically 
land-based native cultures are intimately intertwined in the practice of food cultivation, and we found a mutually 
reciprocal relationship between positive community ethics of food cultivation and positive ethics of participation 
in traditional native culture. This study sheds light on yet another social effect of local food systems, which 
could be capitalized upon when dealing with future development issues. This study also points to further 
research into the causes of language and culture death, and methods to combat these trends. 

Poster #11 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Adam Schieferecke 
Junior 
Biology 
Dr. Stefan Rothenburg 
Generation of Improved Oncolytic Poxviruses 

A new promising weapon in the fight against cancer is the use of oncolytic viruses that possess the ability to 
selectively kill cancer cells and thus possess great theraputic potential. Myxoma virus (MYXV) is a poxvirus, 
which naturally evolved as a rabbit pathogen. MYXV cannot establish an active infection in humans but was 
previously shown to possess oncolytic activities in some human cancer forms. The antiviral protein kinase R 
(PKR) displays increased expression and activation in some cancer cells, which may prevent effectiveness of 
oncolytic viruses. We show that the MYXV protein M156 inhibits rabbit PKR but does not inhibit human PKR, 
whereas M156 orthologs from other poxviruses such as deerpox virus (DPXV) and raccoonpox virus (RCPV) 
show strong inhibition of human PKR. The lack of inhibition of human PKR by M156 might explain why 
myxoma virus shows limited oncolytic activity in some human cancers. This project aims to increase the 
oncolytic effectiveness of MYXV by generating recombinant MYXV s, which have more effective inhibitors of 
human PKR incorporated into their genomes, and testing them in a diverse set of human cancer cell lines. We 
inactivated M156 in MYXV and replaced it with either the DPXV or RCPV orthologs to obtain two 
recombinant viruses. We are currently testing the oncolytic activities of the recombinant viruses and the 
intermediately related squirrel fibroma virus (SQFV). Our preliminary data show that the recombinant viruses 
and SQFV replicated better in some human breast cancer cells than wild type MYXV, which provides a proof 
of concept for this project. 



Poster #12 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Shai Washington 
Senior 
Political Science/International 
Dr. Carla Martinez Machain 
US Drone Strikes and Foreign Policy Substitutability 

In recent years, drone strikes have become a staple of U.S. foreign policy, regardless of international outcry and 
criticism. Discussion on the topic has encompassed a number of different aspects, but the legality of the attacks 
and the human rights perspective has taken center stage. This examination will add to the growing field of 
research on drone strikes by studying drone strikes from a foreign policy substitutability perspective. It analyzes 
U.S. drone strikes in states that have an al-Qaeda presence to answer the question, "Why does the U.S. choose to 
use drone strikes over other foreign policy options?" This project considers the state capacity, regime type, and 
domestic public opinion in the U.S. which influences the decision to conduct drone strikes. 

Poster #13 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Geordy Williams 
Junior 
Computer Information Sciences 
Dr. Mitchell Neilsen 
Did You See That? Predicting Attributions to Prejudice 

Windows TM Dam Analysis Modules (WinD AM) is a set of modular software components that can be used to 
analyze overtopped earthen embankments and internal erosion of embankment dams. These software 
components are being developed in stages. The initial computational modules address routing of floods through 
the reservoir with dam overtopping and evaluation of the potential for vegetation or riprap to delay or prevent 
failure of the embankment. Subsequent modules incorporate dam breach analysis. Current work is underway to 
include analysis of internal erosion, non-homogeneous, zoned embankments, and the analysis of various other 
forms of embankment protection. The focus of this project is on the overall software architecture and its 
integration with Sandia National Laboratories' DAKOTA software suite to perform global sensitivity analysis 
on a wide range of input parameters. 

Poster #14 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Michael Zuniga 
Sophomore 
Anatomy and Physiology 
Dr. Mark L. Weiss 
The expression of Cytokines in Human Umbilical Cord Mesenchymal Stromal Cells (US
MSCs) after activation 

The preparation of Human Umbilical Cord Mesenchymal Stromal Cells (UC-MSCs) for clinical applications 
might be refined through analyzing their cytokine expression. An ELISA assay will be used to quantify the 
release of IDO, PGE2, and other cytokines known to mediate the immunomodulatory effects of UC-MSCs. The 
expression will be measured before and after various experimental manipulations to adjust their potential 
clinical effect. The lab will compare one of five biological replicates of UC-MSC isolates, three male and two 
female, including two which were frozen and thawed and three who were never frozen, with four stimulants: 
Lipolysaccharide (LPS), Polyinosnic: polycytidylic acid (Poly (I:C)), Interferon-y (INF-y), INF-y with Tumor 
Necrosis Factor-a (TNF-a), and a control (no stimulant). After either one hour or twenty-four hours of exposure 
to stimulation or control medium, the plates are washed and replaced with fresh media. Twenty-four hours later, 
the medium is collected and the cytokine content measured by ELISA. These results will provide a comparison 
between differences in stimulation time, sex, and freeze/thaw in UC-MSCs. The data will inform future, more 
complex and defined ELISA projects, and be evaluated in a preclinical inflammatory bowel disease model for 
clinical potency. 



Poster #15 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Pittsburg State University 

J ayden Bowen 

Biology 
Dr. Daniel Zurek 
Mammalian Toxicity of a Novel Soybean-Derived Antibiotic 

BOZO, a soybean glucanase used to remodel cell walls during plant growth, displays antibiotic activity in a 
microbiostatic fashion against Gram negative bacteria and the fungal plant pathogen Macrophomina phaseolina. 
Previous investigations into the toxicity of BOZO protein to mammalian cells have proved inconclusive. 
Utilizing a repressible expression system in yeast, we assayed isolated BOZO protein for cytotoxicity against a 
human breast cancer cell line utilizing microscopy and a metabolic viability assay. 

Poster #16 
Students: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentors: 
Title: 

Shelby Mitchell, Austin Ramsey 
Seniors 
Electronics Engineering Technology 
Randy Winzer, Clark Shaver 
Air Mouse 3D 

The Air Mouse 3D will be a wearable interface device the user wears as a glove on one hand. It will connect to 
the computer wirelessly via Bluetooth and is battery powered. The Air Mouse 3D will control the computer's 
cursor as a mouse and allow for all basic mouse functions. The device will recognize when the user is typing so 
that the cursor is not moved unintentionally. Control of the cursor and mouse functions will be done by 
tracking the user's hand and finger gestures. Movement of the cursor will be determined by the device's on
board inertial measurement unit (IMU) that utilizes an accelerometer, a gyroscope, and a magnetometer, each 
having three axes. To determine if the user will perform a mouse click or enter another state such as scrolling, 
finger gestures will be determined by resistive flex sensors sewn into the glove. 

A microcontroller on the glove will be used for determining the movements and gestures as well as controlling 
the I/0 of the device. The IMU contains a built in ARM processor to provide fusion data from its internal 
sensors to provide position and orientation data to the main microcontroller. The resistive flex sensors will be 
read by differential amplifiers on the main microcontroller to determine when the user bends their fingers to 
initiate a mouse click or scroll. Rapid prototyping and development boards will be used to design, test, and 
build an initial prototype for concept proof. The final prototype will have a custom printed circuit board and the 
enclosure will be 3D printed. 

Poster #17 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Christina Platt 
Senior 
Psychology and Counseling 
Dr. Jamie Wood 
The Elements of Drug Court and Their Effect on Short and Long Term Recidivism 

This research will examine the elements of drug court treatment (DCT) and their effects on short and long term 
recidivism. When dealing with such complex topics, it is important to understand what the predictors are. Any 
explanation for the occurrence of recidivism among substance abusers is significant. Previous studies have 
examined the relationships between behavior and drug court participants. However, this study focuses on drug 
court treatment and recidivism after graduation of the program. Using archival data collected from each DCT 
participant, researchers will analyze the correlation between the completion or termination of DCT and 
recidivism. Analyzing archival data for participant's, researchers can see if human factors, such as ethnicity, 
age, marital status, and mental health diagnosis effect drug court or recidivism post drug court. Although this 
study has not been conducted, this researcher hypothesizes that there will be a significant correlation between 
human factors post treatment and recidivism. 



Poster #18 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Tyler Shelby 
Senior 
Chemistry 
Dr. Santimukul Santra 
Novel Magnetic Nanosensor for the Rapid Detection of Influenza Virus and Comparative 
Analysis of Entry Blocker Proteins 

A novel method used to determine dissociation constants through the use of magnetic resonance has been used 
to analyze the interactions between Hemagglutinin, the protein involved with the binding of Human Influenza 
Virus to cell receptor a-2,6-Sialic Acid, and various molecules with the potential to bind to Hemagglutinin in an 
inhibitory fashion. Specifically, interactions between the HAl subunit of Hemagglutinin and cell receptor a-2,6-
Sialic Acid, as well as competing ligands, including EB Peptide, have been studied. The non-cell-receptor 
ligands have been selected for their potential ability to act as Entry Blocker proteins, inhibiting Hemagglutinin 
from binding to the necessary cell receptor, and preventing entry. 

Binding between the macromolecule and respective ligand is verified with the use of magnetic resonance and 
conjugation of the target ligand to iron oxide nanoparticles, allowing for rapid detection of the virus. The 
interaction between the iron oxide nanoparticles and the macromolecule is made visible by analysis of T2 data. 
Dissociation constants are then determined using a competition assay, allowing for comparative analysis of the 
various entry blocker proteins, each with the potential to be further developed into entry blocker drugs. 

Poster #19 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Heidi Villa 
Senior 
Nursing 
Dr. Cheryl Giefer 
Gorillas Stand Up for Working 

This project involves the introduction of a new workplace trend, ergonomically-designed sit-stand desks 
(SSDs ). Modem use of computer technology has placed many people sitting during the cognitive 
portion of their day which has led to an increase in deskbound workdays. Screen technology is on the 
rise as are musculoskeletal discomforts. The perils of sitting also affect those who participate in 
vigorous exercise on a regular basis. Formal study has determined that for optimum health people should sit 
less thus move about more. Analysis on extended sedentariness has signposted it as harmful even in 
people who participate in physical moderate intensive movement and those who partake in highly 
intense exercise on a steady routine in their leisure. Through the use of the Varidesk©, an 
ergonomically-designed SSD, the "Gorillas Stand Up for Working" project has introduced a change 
in the traditional office to 16 faculty and staff volunteers at Pittsburg State University. A second 
cohort of volunteer subjects will participate in the study on January 11, 2016. The perception of 
musculoskeletal discomfort was measured before and after using the desks. Preliminary results were 
obtained through a pilot study and reveal a very favorable response to the subjects' perceived sense of 
wellness as well as a decrease in the subjective symptoms of back pain, musculoskeletal fatigue involving 
the neck, shoulders, arms and legs. The key to improving health and well-being is about making small 
movements throughout the workday; final results will be available January 15, 2016. 



Poster #20 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Sydney Bolin 
Senior 

The University of Kansas 
Lawrence Campus 

Ecology & Evolutionary Biology 
Dr. James Thorp 
Microplastic Ingestion in Aquatic Invertebrates, A Method for Detection 

Plastic debris, the majority of which is microscopic (<1mm), has been reported in every open ocean and many 
freshwater lakes and rivers. In Kansas, even waste water treatment plants have been identified as a sink for 
plastic debris. Microplastics enter aquatic habitats through a variety of sources, and are bioavailable to a wide 
range of vertebrates and invertebrates, resulting in many adverse health effects. Recently, efforts to quantify 
the amount of microplastic pollution in aquatic systems has increased, but few studies have explored how 
microplastic pollution directly effects the amount of microplastics that accumulate in an organism due to 
ingestion. Here we investigate whether the amount of microplastics available in the environment correlate 
with the amount of microplastics found in invertebrate tissues, as well as develop a novel method for 
extracting microplastics from biological tissues. Our results illustrate the presence of a positive correlation 
between the amount of microplastics available and the amount ingested, and show that enzymatic digestion is 
a successful method for isolating microplastics from organic tissues. 

Poster #21 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Jacob Chamberlin 
Senior 
Health, Sport, and Exercise Sciences 
Dr. Mary Fry 
High School Athletes' Perceptions of the Motivational Climate in Their Off-Season Training 
Programs 

Athletes benefit tremendously from working hard in off-season training (OST) because it sets them up to 
avoid injuries and perform their best during the season. Ironically, many athletes struggle to stay motivated to 
participate regularly in this training. Research has highlighted the benefits for athletes perceiving a caring and 
task-involving climate, where they gauge their success based on their personal effort and improvement, and 
perceive each member of the team is treated with mutual kindness and respect. Athletes who perceive a caring 
and task-involving climate on their teams are more likely to report greater adaptive motivational responses. 
Research has not currently examined athletes' perceptions of the climate in OST programs. The purpose of 
this study was to examine the relationship between athletes' perceptions of the climate in a summer OST 
program to their motivational responses. Athletes (N = 128; 90 males 35 females; mean age = 15.3 years) 
participating in high school OST summer programs completed a survey that included measures of intrinsic 
motivation, commitment, their valuing OST, feeling like it is their decision to participate in OST, their 
perceptions that their teammates take OST seriously, and attendance. A canonical correlation revealed that 
athletes who perceived a highly caring/task-involving climate reported higher intrinsic motivation, value of, 
and commitment to OST, perceived teammates take OST seriously, and greater attendance. Results suggests 
that creating caring and task-involving climates in OST may help athletes optimize their motivation to 
participate in important strength and conditioning programs. 



Poster #22 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Nicole Humphrey 
Senior 
Public Affairs & Administration 
Dr. Shannon Portillo 
Who and What Matters: Conceptions of Social Equity from Chief Administrative Officers 

Of every level of government, local government has the most direct impact on the day-to-day lives of its 
constituents. With the authority to direct, form, and manage municipal policy (Demir and Reddick 2012), chief 
administrative officers (CAOs) have the ability to define who and what matters in their local communities 
through their decisions regarding policy implementation. These patterns of decision-making carried out by 
appointed municipal officials demonstrate how public values are enacted at the local level and what influence 
these values have on social equity and community outcomes. This project examines how non-elected government 
leaders - charged with administrating and achieving social equity at the local level - conceptualize and 
operationalize social equity in the communities they lead. Based on interviews with local government leaders, I 
find that perceptions of social equity held by local government officials have implications on the resources and 
policies produced by municipal governments, as well as impact citizens residing in these jurisdictions. Although 
a substantial amount of research has been done on broader issues of public management, "underlying 
mechanisms such as value differences and decision-making styles in the public sector need further 
exploration" (Hamidullah, Riccucci, and Pandey, 2015, pp. 248). Due to the substantial impact local government 
can have on the well-being and prosperity of citizens, exploration regarding policy at the local level is essential. 

Poster #23 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Annie Lynn 
Senior 
Molecular Biosciences 
Dr. Liang Tang 
Engineering Capsomers of Hepatitis C Virus for Vaccine Development via Fusion to the 
Shigella Bacteriophage Sf6 Capsid Protein 

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) affects over 150 million people worldwide and is one of the major agents leading to the 
development of liver cancer. Although there are drugs that can treat HCV infection, there is currently no 
preventative vaccine that can immunize against it. This study investigated the fusion of the core protein of the 
Hepatitis C virus (HCVC) to the gene product 5 (gp5) of Shigella bacteriophage Sf6. HCVC forms the 
nucleocapsid of the virus and plays a crucial role in the viral replication cycle, but it is difficult to isolate due to 
the fragility and instability of the protein and its assembly mechanism is unknown. In contrast, gp5, the protein 
that forms the T=7 icosahedral capsid of bacteriophage Sf6, is stable and spontaneously assembles into a virus
like particle. We hypothesize that fusion of HCVC to gp5 will promote HCVC expression and assembly of 
HCVC capsomers. A plasmid encoding both HCVC and gp5 was successfully engineered. Research is underway 
to express the gp5- HCVC fusion protein in Escherichia coli and purify it. This will result in gp5 forming a 
capsid-like structure with HCVC studded around the outside of the gp5 protein shell. The engineered viral 
complex will allow structural analysis and isolation of the HCVC capsomers that closely resemble the structure 
of the HCV nucleocapsid. Due to the structural similarity, a vaccine developed from HCVC capsomers will be 
able to immunize against HCV via an extremely effective conditioned antibody response. 



Poster #24 
Student: Eileen Vander V elden 
Year: Senior 
Department: Speech-Language-Hearing: Sciences and Disorders 
Mentor: Dr. Kostas Kokkinakis 
Title: Better ear for better speech understanding in noise 

Attempting to understand speech in loud environments is a challenge faced by most in daily life. This challenge 
is exacerbated by the use of bilateral auditory prostheses like cochlear implants and hearing aids. This is due to 
the fact that many of the central processes that aid in speech perception for normal-hearing listeners are not 
salient in cochlear implant users. Many device-users have trouble socializing in large groups, at restaurants, and 
in other noisy situations because their speech understanding is so poor, leading to frustration for all parties 
involved. By implementing principles from the central processes present in normal-hearing listeners, the better
ear glimpsing (BEG) model has been developed to aid in speech perception for device-users. The model works 
to provide a more distinguishable speech signal among background noise. The objective of this research is to test 
the efficacy of the BEG model in aiding in speech perception. Subjects were tested using normal hearing and 
vocoded speech (simulating the use of cochlear implants) listening conditions both with and without the BEG 
model. By comparing the use of the BEG model to non-use, data analysis showed that listeners could understand 
speech at levels that were 4.3 dB quieter for normal hearing conditions and 6.6 dB quieter for noise-vocoded 
conditions. These results indicate significant improvement in ability to understand speech in background noise 
when using the model. With further research, this model may be coded into programming for cochlear implants 
and become a monumental tool, providing access to communication in all settings. 



Poster #25 
Students: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

The University of Kansas 
Medical Center 

San Long Chan, Danielle Governale 
Seniors 
School of Health Professions - Respiratory Care Education 
Dr. Dave Burnett 
Exercise Induced Bronchoconstriction in College Student-Athletes 

Introduction: Exercise Induced Bronchoconstriction (EIB) can lead to long-term respiratory illness and even death. 
EIB prevalence rates are both high and variable in college athletes. Prevalence rates may be underestimated due to 
ineffective testing and screening. The purpose of this study was to investigate the prevalence of EIB in college 
athletes by a standardized EIB test that can be used on many college campuses and assess the usefulness of a self
report questionnaire for predicting an EIB positive athlete. 

Methods: A standardized EIB test and self-report questionnaire were administered to college athletes. Information 
collected included pulmonary function, EIB/asthma history, current symptoms, and medication use. 

Results: Results showed that 34/80 athletes (42.5%) were EIB positive by standardized exercise testing. The 
majority (76.5%) and (58.8%) of the 34 athletes who tested positive self-reported a negative history or no 
symptoms respectively. Also, 79.4% of the athletes who tested positive for EIB reported not using a respiratory 
medication. There were no significant differences in a positive EIB test when assessing interactions for history (P = 
0.93), current symptoms (P = 0.12), or respiratory medication use (P = 0.66). 

Conclusion: A high proportion of college athletes tested positive for EIB when using a standardized test. Positive 
history, current symptoms of EIB/asthma, and respiratory medication use were not predictive of a positive test. 
Many EIB positive athletes are not using a respiratory medication. 

Relevance for Kansas: The relevance for Kansas lies in the potential for this work to help in the development of 
effective screening programs for student-athletes in Kansas. Key words: bronchoconstriction; respiratory; asthma; 
exercise; sports; athletes. 
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Kelsey Davis, Diana Arroyo 
Seniors 
School of Health Professions - Health Information Management/Center for Health Informatics 
Dr. Murad Moqbel 
Factors Affecting the Intent to Vaccinate Children 

Objectives: The objective of this study was to examine if the level of religiosity, rural location, level of 
education, and the source of information regarding vaccinations had a significant relationship with the 
behavioral intention to vaccinate children. 

Methods: A multiple regression test was conducted to analyze the data and identify statically significant 
predictors of behavioral intention to vaccinate children. 

Results: The multiple regression analysis indicated that rural location (~=-.53, P<0.05) and receiving 
information from a physician regarding vaccinations (~= 1. 01, P<. 001 ), were statistically significant predictors of 
behavioral intention to vaccinate children. These factors explained 3 7% of the behavioral intention to vaccinate 
children. 



Conclusions: Living in a rural location had a negative relationship with the intention to vaccinate, which suggests 
that those who live in a rural area are less likely to vaccinate their children. Obtaining information from a 
physician regarding vaccines had a positive relationship with behavioral intention to vaccinate children. Those 
who received information from their physicians are expected to increase their intention to vaccinate by one point 
on a five-point Likert scale. 

Relevance to Kansas: The results suggest that Kansas State legislators aiming to improve vaccination of children 
can establish policies to encourage physicians to educate their patients about the importance of vaccination. In 
addition, the results suggest that policy should be established to improve awareness of the importance of 
vaccination of children in rural areas, in order to improve the vaccination rate of children in Kansas. 

Poster #27 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentors: 
Title: 

Alejandra Maldonando 
Senior 
School of Nursing 
Dr. Karen Tarnow, Sharon Kumm 
Auscultating Through a Patient Gown 

Introduction: Students are taught to auscultate with a stethoscope on bare chest. In practice many healthcare 
providers auscultate through clothing. Only one study evaluated the effect the ability to hear lung sounds when 
auscultating through fabric. 

Purpose: The aim of this study is to determine if advanced practice nursing students accurately assess heart and 
lung sounds through a patient gown using a stethoscope. Goal is 40 participants. 

Methods: This quantitative, descriptive study evaluated accuracy of advanced practice nursing students' 
assessing recorded heart and lung sounds heard through a hospital gown compared to that heard directly on the 
chest wall of a high-fidelity manikin with movable chest. Sounds are identified and preprogrammed into the 
manikin. The number of correct responses compared to incorrect assessments will be calculated to determine if 
there is a significant difference with and without a gown using Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test in an SPSS program. 
The variability of incorrect assessments across conditions will be calculated using Friedman Test. 

Findings: Research is still in progress. Preliminary data (N=5) indicates that participants can accurately assess 
heart and lung sounds through a hospital gown. But comments were that it was helpful to see landmarks and it 
was easier to hear, especially heart sounds on skin. 

Relevance to Kansas: The results gathered may establish evidence to help determine if healthcare providers 
accurately assess lung sounds and heart sounds through a patient gown using a stethoscope. Accurate 
assessments are necessary for quality healthcare for the citizens of Kansas and elsewhere. 



Poster #28 
Student: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Julie Schiller 
Senior 

School ofNursing 
Dr. Kelly Bosak 
Perceptions of Text Messaging to Promote Exercise with Midlife Adults 

Introduction: Unprecedented growth in the population of midlife adults (age 50-64 years) in the United 
States necessitates focused effort to prevent illness and disability, and maximize wellness across the age 
trajectory. Regular exercise reduces the burden of cardiovascular disease, the leading cause of death nation
wide. Exercise also enhances mental health and improves physical functioning necessary to preserve 
independence. Despite the benefits, exercise frequency declines throughout adulthood. A common form of 
communication among younger adults, mobile phones offer benefits for improving the health behaviors of 
midlife adults. The perceptions of texting by mobile phone to promote exercise in this age group are 
understudied. 

Purpose: The purpose of this research is to assess midlife adult's perceptions of using text messaging by mobile 
phone to promote exercise. 

Methods: We will recruit midlife adults age 50-64 years (n=20), healthy weight to overweight (BMI 
19-29.9 kg/m2) with no regular exercise from a list of patients at an Internal Medicine clinic. After 
obtaining verbal consent, we will complete an investigator-developed survey of participant perceptions of text 
messaging by mobile phone to promote exercise. Data will be entered into the REDCap database. 
Descriptive statistics will be used to analyze the data using SPSS. 

Findings: We anticipate that the majority of adults surveyed use text messaging. The findings will provide 
support for mobile phone delivery of health interventions for this age group. 

Relevance to Kansas: Assessing the perceptions of texting using mobile phones to promote exercise is critical 
for the health and independence of Kansans as they age. 
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Emily Engler 
Senior 
Physics and Astronomy 
Dr. Brian Thomas 

Washburn University 

What's that light in the sky? Investigating the UV and visible light from a nearby supernova 

Geological evidence indicates that a massive stellar explosion, known as a supernova, occurred relatively close 
to Earth about 2.5 million years ago. Our research group is currently investigating how such a supernova may 
have affected life on Earth. One important piece of the picture is how ultraviolet (UV) and visible light from 
the supernova would pass through Earth's atmosphere. In order to investigate this, I have been analyzing 
astronomical measurements of other supernova that are probably similar to the one that exploded nearby 2.5 
million years ago. This work involves finding data known as "spectra" from telescopes and then processing 
that data so that we can use it in a computer model that calculates how light travels through Earth's atmosphere. 
I will present results of my work so far and discuss the implications of our findings. 

Poster #30 
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Paul Heffren 
Senior 
Chemistry 
Dr. Shaun Schmidt 
Isolation ofthe Azamacrocycles Formed From the Detosylation of Cyclic Tosylamides 

Azamacrocycles are used in medical imaging and treatment. The synthesis of these structures requires that the 
amine groups in the structure be protected from side reactions. The deprotection from tosylamide to amine 
is problematic in either the reaction or the isolation from crude product. In order to study the 
isolation, diethylenetriamine was selected as a model for extraction from a simulated crude aqueous 
reaction mixture. The efficacies of several organic solvents were examined by extracting known amounts of 
diethylenetriamine from aqueous phase using a separatory funnel. Dichloromethane and chloroform were 
determined to recover the greatest percentage of diethylenetriamine from the aqueous solution, but produce 
only 3-4% efficiency. By titrating diethylenetriamine with hydrochloric acid, the pKa values were 
determined. This was done to ensure that the extraction procedures were producing a deprotonated amine, 
leaving it uncharged and easier to extract. Finally, a liquid-liquid continuous extractor was shown to further 
increase recovery to 29% after 5 days of continuous extraction. 

Poster #31 
Student: Andrew Sanchez 
Year: Senior 
Department: Allied Health, Physical Therapy Assistant 
Mentors: Jean Sanchez and Dr. Zach Frank 
Title: Prevalence of Plantar Fasciitis in Adult Tennis Players 

Plantar Fasciitis is a painful, debilitating condition that affects many individuals and is particularly 
common in tennis players. It can also become a chronic condition that can cause individuals to 
become less active, thereby impacting their overall health and quality of life. While there have been 
studies done regarding the prevalence of plantar fasciitis, many of the studies have been focused on 
athletes in general and not specifically with regard to tennis players. Very few studies have been 
conducted to determine if there is a difference in rates of occurrence between male and female tennis players. 
With an emphasis being placed on wellness, injury prevention and management of health care 
costs, this study is timely and important. The potential to develop specific prevention and treatment protocols 
thereby improving health outcomes could be beneficial to both the community and 
providers. 



Poster #32 
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Molly Walter 
Senior 
Psychology 
Dr. Jericho Hockett 
Language Effects on Mental Health Stigma 

Language is powerful, and the social power of language and labels is something that still needs to be developed 
in the field of psychology. In two studies, we investigated the effects language had on the stigmatization of 
mental health problems, specifically depression and suicidal ideation. In Study 1 we examined individuals' 
emotional responses to, perceptions of, and biases towards those labeled with possessive-based or noun-based 
labels of depression. We hypothesized the noun-based label would be seen more negatively than either an 
individual labeled with the possessively-phrased label or an individual with no label and that an individual 
associated with the possessively-phrased label would be seen more negatively than an individual associated 
with no label. Results indicated that a label of depression appeared to decrease participants' perceptions of the 
individual's personal responsibility and hypersensitivity. In Study 2, we investigated the effects of joking 
about suicide on individuals' perceptions and helping behaviors toward someone who admitted to having 
suicidal ideation. We hypothesized participants who hear someone joking about suicide will have more 
negative perceptions of someone who states feeling suicidal and that they would be less likely to report the 
suicidal ideation. While no significant results were found for Study 2, we found trends supporting our 
hypothesis. 

Poster #33 
Students: 
Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
Title: 

Jonathan Volz, Dallas Hathaway, Sarah Minneman 
Seniors 
Communication Studies 
Dr. Tracy Routsong 
Whispers: Confessions within Anonymity 

Confessions have been an essential component of the human dynamic for centuries. Technology allowed for a 
wider range of confessional types and further anonymity. Researchers conducted an analysis of confessions 
within the anonymous mobile application Whisper. Petronio's Communication Privacy Management Theory 
provided a framework to analyze themes. Researchers found the most common messages included private 
thoughts about others or continual private actions. This information is useful in understanding patterns of 
interpersonal communication within anonymous environments. 



Poster #34 
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Mentor: 
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Emily Dee 
Senior 

Wichita State University 

Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology 
Dr. Kathleen Perez 
The Surprising New Face of a Suicide Bomber: A Recent Strategem of Terrorist Groups 

In the 21st century where terrorism is viewed as a notorious global issue, terrorist groups are responding to 
counter-terrorism operations by changing their tactics. Terrorist groups are rational and calculating actors that 
will adopt new tactics in order to achieve strategic success and advance their organizational goals. Both secular 
and religious terrorist groups are increasingly adopting one new tactic- changing the profile of their perpetrator. 
In 1985, the Syrian Social Nationalist Party adopted this new tactic when they deployed the first female suicide 
bomber. After this successful suicide attack, terrorist groups around the world began deploying female suicide 
bombers. Because female suicide terrorism is a relatively new and growing tactic employed by terrorist groups, 
researchers have begun asking the question: "What specific operational advantages does the deployment of 
female suicide bombers provide a terrorist group to ensure its strategic success?" To answer this exact question, 
a literature review project was conducted. Because research on female suicide terrorism is currently limited, this 
literature review project used specific truncations to search relevant databases for all peer-reviewed scholarly 
journal articles on female suicide terrorism. The author then reviewed them for information regarding the 
operational advantages terrorist groups gain by deploying female suicide bombers. This poster will delineate the 
history of female suicide terrorism, elucidate why it is a lethal phenomenon that must be examined further, 
reveal the five main operational advantages terrorist groups gain by deploying female suicide bombers, and 
suggest future directions for research on female suicide terrorism. 

Poster #35 
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Jessica Gayle 
Senior 
Biomedical Engineering 
Dr. Anil Mahapatro 
Validation of a Dynamic Electrochemical Corrosion Test Bench in Hanks Solution 

Biodegradable metals are being considered as potential next-generation cardiovascular stent implant due to their 
mechanical and biodegradable properties. In order to better understand how biodegradable metals corrode in 
vivo, it is important to simulate a similar environment that would be experienced by the metal. Current mass 
loss or static electrochemical methods do not accurately simulate the dynamic flow conditions encountered in 
coronary arteries. A dynamic electrochemical corrosion test apparatus was designed in our laboratories to 
simulate an environment that would be experience by a stent in a coronary artery. Experiments were conducted 
to validate the developed corrosion test apparatus. The electrochemical corrosion of 316L SS was tested in a 
pseudo-physiological fluid, Hanks at 37 degrees Celsius. A range of fluid velocities were passed over the 316L 
SS metal sample while electrochemical corrosion tests were performed. The dynamic corrosion rates were 
determined under static (no flow), 100 RPM, 200 RPM, 300 RPM, and 400 RPM conditions and compared to 
the rate obtained in a standard electrochemical corrosion test bench. Results indicated that the static velocities 
results of standard corrosion apparatus and the developed test apparatus were close in comparison. As the fluid 
velocities were increased from 100 RPM through 400 RPM, corrosion rates deviated from the static corrosion 
values; however no particular trend was observed. By incorporating the characteristics of a dynamic 
environment one is able to better understand how potential cardiovascular stent materials may degrade within 
the human body. 



Poster #36 
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Mentor: 
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Logan Gisick 
Senior 
Psychology 
Dr. Evan M. Palmer 
Investigating Guiding Attributes in Visual Search for Medication Vials 

Medical professionals must select from a vast array of medication vials to dispense the correct medication to a 
patient. The vials are often small and highly similar, potentially increasing the chance of committing a medical 
error. Over 400,000 people die every year due to medical errors according to recent studies; a third of which are 
thought to be medication related. We studied the visual characteristics of medication vials labels to identify 
properties leading to the fastest and most accurate search. In a visual search task, participants located a target 
vial among an array of similar looking vials whose labels varied along a set of specific attributes (color density, 
text size and text orientation). Based on our data which examines response times and accuracy, we found that 
participants were faster and more accurate at finding vials with high color density and vertical text orientation, 
with the exception of when the text was large, there was no significant difference between these factors. Our 
research indicates that guiding attributes previously identified in basic visual search studies do in fact predict 
performance in search for medication vials. 

Poster #37 
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Year: 
Department: 
Mentor: 
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AnnaM. Wray 
Senior 
Psychology 
Dr. Kyrah K. Steward-Brown 
A Qualitative Study of Women's Informal Sources of Information about Preconception Health 
and Care 

High rates of poor birth outcomes continue to be a serious public health problem in Sedgwick County and 
across the nation. Researchers and health professionals have increased focus on improving access and use of 
preconception care among all women of childbearing age to improve birth outcomes. Preconception care refers 
to services and interventions aimed at improving women's health status and behaviors before, during, and 
between pregnancies to improve later birth outcomes. An understanding of women's sources of information 
about preconception health and care is a crucial part of ensuring care utilization. The purpose of this qualitative 
study is to identify and describe women's informal sources of information about preconception care. A total of 
21 reproductive age women participated in focus group interviews. Demographic data was analyzed using 
descriptive statistics; and focus group data was systematically coded according to emergent themes. Qualitative 
analyses revealed that social networks such as friends and family were an influential source of informal 
information. This specifically included mothers, partners, and word of mouth from friends. Additionally, 
analyses showed that media in the form of the internet, books, and television was also seen as an form of 
information women use either prior to or in lieu of formal sources such as their physician. These findings 
provide insight which can be used to develop tailored interventions that can effectively reach and educate 
preconception aged women. Through conscientious legislation, we have the ability to use this information to 
improve birth outcomes in Sedgwick County and throughout Kansas. 
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We sincerely apologize for the oversight in omitting this abstract. 

Taner Thurman 
Senior 
School of Business 
Dr. Steven Lovett 

Emporia State University 

Are Unsigned Licensing Agreements with Monopolies Voidable? 

"Shrink-wrap" licensing agreements--also called "web-wrap," "click-wrap," or "browse-wrap" agreements--are 
contracts (or terms and conditions of a contractual nature), which the non-drafting party accepts only after the 
non-drafting party purchases the product, which is the subject of the agreement, from the drafting party. Often 
these licensing agreements occur when an end-user purchases a software product, although these contracts are 
not limited to the software industry. These agreements establish the purchaser's limited right to use the software. 
Licensors draft these agreements primarily to favor their own rights and protections without any negotiation or 
other input from an end-user. If an end-user wants to purchase a product and receive a license to use a product, 
the end-user must accept the "shrink-wrap" licensing agreement. This method of creating a contract is 
problematic, but when this type of unequal bargaining power occurs when a business has a monopoly, these types 
of agreements may actually be voidable. 

Monopolies, by nature, create a number of disadvantages for consumers, specifically because end-users can only 
purchase products from a single seller. In situations involving "shrink-wrap'' licensing agreements, a licensor 
monopoly would subject users to unfair marketplace practices in addition to the typical disadvantages associated 
with these agreements. This convergence of extreme circumstances raises several questions. 

This research proposal is based upon the following hypothesis: 

Shrink-wrap licensing agreements are voidable by non-drafting parties when said agreements are drafted and 
offered by, businesses which substantially engage in monopolistic activities, or which have been determined to 
have violated U.S. antitrust laws. 
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